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Learning Latvian: Tip #1 
Listen to Latvian music 

 
Nowadays people listen to music nearly everyday and everywhere they go.           

It’s as easy as to plug your headphones in, put them on and press play either on                 

your phone or your computer. You can also listen to music while in your car, it                

plays when you enter a store etc. Really, it’s all around you. Music is definitely               

something you can always take with you and for people with good auditory             

memory it can be a great learning tool.  

It’s been proven many, many times that it’s easier to learn with the help of               

music. Because who hasn’t heard a version of the saying “I know all the lyrics to                

my favorite songs, but I can’t learn this”, right? Listening to music is something              

people do for fun, hence learning the lyrics of a song just by listening to to it a few                   

times is much easier than, for example, learning a poem of the same length. Songs               

often get stuck in our heads as well, forcing us to subconsciously repeat the same               

phrases over and over again. The same thing happens with songs in foreign             

languages. Even if you may not understand the language, you’ll still remember            

certain phrases from the songs you’ve heard, making them recognizable if they ever             

appear in a conversation. It can go the other way around as well - if you’re learning                 

the language already and hear a phrase you’ve studied before in a song, it’ll              

become easier to understand what the song may be about, therefore building up             

your comprehension of the language. And songs can not only be just listened to.  

Those, who find it more helpful to have visual materials along with the             

audio, can also look up the lyrics for a certain song they want. Nowadays most               

things are available on the internet, so finding it isn’t that much of a work either.                

That way, you can both listen and read along at the same time, which can also be a                  

good and easy reading exercise. Having the lyrics in front of you when listening to               
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the song will help you give a general understanding on how each spoken word is               

written and how sentences are structured (although it may not be as grammatically             

accurate as, let’s say, a story written in a textbook). Translating the lyrics is also a                

great way to learn the words and understand what the song is about. That is also                

what I always try to do when stumbling upon a song in a different language - find                 

the lyrics and a translation next to it, so I could understand it. For your convenience                

(and for me to practice my translation skills), I’ve done a few Latvian song lyric               

translations here: https://thepinkraven.wordpress.com/category/song-translations/   

and I hope to do more of those in the future.  

Also, while doing my own translations, I came across a pretty cool website             

where a lot of translations done by other people are already available. And they’re              

not limited to just Latvian-English translations, other languages like Russian and           

French are there as well. So if you’re interested, you can check it out here:               

http://lyricstranslate.com/ You can search the lyrics by the artist, the title of the             

song or the language you want the translations to be in, so there’s plenty to choose                

from, which is great. Surely though, not all that many songs have been translated              

there, hence why I will be continuing my own translations on my blog. 

Okay, now for some actual suggestions on what and where you can listen to              

when it comes to Latvian music.  

Some Latvian musicians worth checking out 

● Pop/pop rock 

Aisha || Ance Krauze || Andris Ērglis || Antra Stafecka || Apvedceļš || Asto’n’out ||               

Autobuss debesīs || Brainstorm (aka, Prāta Vētra) || Dakota || Dons || Eolika ||              

Fomins & Kleins || Harijs Spanovskis || Imants Kalniņš || Jānis Paukštello ||             

Klaidonis || Liene Šomase || Lauris Reiniks || Mirdza Zīvere || Musiqq || Normunds              

Rutulis || Otra Puse || Putnu Balle || The Sound Poets || Tranzīts || Tumsa || Z-Scars 

 

https://thepinkraven.wordpress.com/category/song-translations/
http://lyricstranslate.com/
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● Rock 

COLT || Credo || Līvi || Opus Pro || Pērkons 

● Folk metal 

Skyforger 

Youtube playlist 
 

In addition to all this, I have also created a playlist of Latvian songs to make                

the search a little easier on you. The playlist includes both songs with lyrics on               

screen (for those who learn better with visual material) and songs that have music              

videos (I believe it’s good to listen and see how the words are being pronounced,               

again, could be a good visual tool), as well as some of my favorites for those who                 

really do want to just listen. So it’s a win-win for everyone!  

You can certainly save the playlist for yourself, as I will be adding new              

songs to it every now and then. Or you can make your own playlist and add                

whatever songs you find more appealing to you. The link to the playlist: 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6mCe7tX_olSJCkblIC8xHB8pAZ

WgHK0l  

Radio stations 
For those, who don’t really fancy Youtube and are more fond of radio, there              

are plenty of opportunities nowadays for you to do so. Surely, you won’t exactly be               

able to listen to it anywhere without an internet connection (because radio            

frequencies and all that jazz), it’s still easy and quick enough when you simply              

need some background noise when you’re doing something else.  

Now, my favorite site where to listen to radio to is www.visiradio.lv as it has               

all the radio stations I like the most. As you can probably guess, most of these radio                 

 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6mCe7tX_olSJCkblIC8xHB8pAZWgHK0l
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6mCe7tX_olSJCkblIC8xHB8pAZWgHK0l
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stations play a mix of Latvian, Russian, English and other songs, but most of the               

rest of the content is in Latvian. A few stations are mostly Russian though (like               

Jumor FM, Krievijas Hītu Radio, Radio Baltkom, Radio SWH+, Skonto Plus), so            

you won’t hear much Latvian there. The stations with probably the most Latvian             

content are Kristīgais radio (a Christian station), Kurzemes radio, Latvijas Radio 1            

(mostly talk shows), Latvijas Radio 2, Radio Marija (another Christian station) and            

Radio Pieci (they do play songs in various languages, but they have a lot of talk                

shows), but you’re definitely welcome to check out other stations as well. 

 

 

 

 

That will be all! 
Thank you for reading! 

 


